Influence the effect of long-range interaction on critical behavior of

































It Is realized the theoreti - field desription of Ising systems behaviour with effet
of long-range interation in two-loop approximation in three-dimensional spae with
using PadeBorel resummation tehnique. The renorm-group equations are analysed
and it is hosen fixed points, defining ritial behaviour of the system. It Is shown
that the influene effet of long-range interation an bring as to hange the mode of
the ritial behaviour, so and to hange the type of the phase transition.
Influene effet of long-range interation, desribed on greater distanes by sedate law
1/r−D−a was explored analytially within the framework of ε-expansion approah [1, 2, 3℄ and
numerially method Monte-Carlo [4, 5, 6℄ for one-dimensional and two-dimensional systems,
and shown importane influenes effet of long-range interation on ritial behaviour of Ising
systems for value of the parameter a < 2. However before this times are absent artile, in whih
given problem solved analytially at dimensionality spae diretly D = 3. However suh de-
sription neessary on the strength of bad onvergene of the rows, got within the framework of
ε-expansion. In this artile is onduted desription of the ritial behaviour three-dimensional
Ising systems with effet of long-range interation under different values of the parameter a.











here ϕ  flutuations of the parameter of the order, D  dimension of spae, τ0 ∼ |T −Tc|, Tc 
ritial temperature, u0  positive onstant. Critial behaviour greatly depends on parameter
a, assigning veloity of the derease the interation with distane. As it is shown in work
[1℄ influene effet of long-range interation greatly under 0 < a < 2, and for a ≥ 2 ritial
behaviour equivalent of short-range interation system. So hereinafter we limit event 0 < a < 2.
Conduting standard renorm-groups proedure on base of the tehnology Feynmans dia-
grams [7℄ with G(~k) = 1
τ+|~k|a
, we get expressions for funtion β,γϕ è γt, assigning the differential
1
renorm-group equation.
β = −(4 −D)
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(1 + |q2 + k2 + 2~k~q|a)(1 + |~p|a)(1 + |q2 + p2 + 2~p~q|a/2)





As a result we ome to following expression for funtion β, γϕ and γt:
β = −(4−D)
[































Suh redefining have sense at values a ≤ D/2. Herewith J0, J1, G beome the dispersing
























for Λ→∞ we get the finit expressions.
Values of integrals was found numerially. For a ≤ D/2 sequene of values was built J1/J
2
0
è G/J20 for different values of Λ and was aproximated on infinity.
The mode of the ritial behaviour is ompletely defined fixed points of renorm-group trans-
formations, whih an be found from ondition equality zero β-funtion:
β(v∗) = 0. (6)
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Critial exponent ν, the haraterizing growing of the radius of orrelation in viinities of
the ritial point (Rc ∼ |T − Tc|






Critial exponent η, the desribing behaviour orrelation funtions in viinities of the ritial
point in spae wave vetor (G ∼ k2+η), is defined on base saling funtions γϕ: η = γϕ. Over
ritial exponents an be determined from η and ν.
Known that expantion of theories of the indignations are asymptoti, but onstants of the
interation of flutuation parameter of the order is enough great to possible was diretly use
expressions (4).
So for the reason extrations from the got expressions to neessary physial information
was an aplying method of the using PadeBorel resummation tehnique. Herewith diret and















For alulations β-funtions were used àpproximant Pade [2/1℄, for γt- and γϕ-funtion  [1/1℄.
Firm fixed points renorm-groups transformations, derived β- funtions in fixed to point and
ritial exponents for values of the parameter 1.5 ≤ a ≤ 1.9 are provided in table. For values of
the parameter 0 < a < 1.5 exists only Gauss fixed point v∗ = 0, not being firm. The givenned
result will with preditions ε-expantion [1, 2, 3℄. The absene firm fixed points is indiative of
hange the phase turning the seond sort by phase turning the first type.
The analysis ritial exponents shows that at redution of the parameter a index ν dereases
that is to say veloity of the growing of the radius orrelation is slowed when approximation
to ritial point.
Thereby for three-dimensional Ising systems growing effet long-range interation brings
first to deeleration of the veloities of the growing of the radius êîðåëëÿöèè in ritial area,
but then at importanes of the parameter a < 3/2 to hange the sort of the phase transition.
3
a v∗ λ ν α η γ
1.5 0.015151 0.918690 0.555566 0.333302 0.002647 1.109661
1.6 0.015974 0.874129 0.557889 0.326333 0.003936 1.113582
1.7 0.020485 0.699732 0.567334 0.297998 0.004862 1.131910
1.8 0.023230 0.628209 0.572714 0.281858 0.007461 1.141155
1.9 0.042067 0.683927 0.620054 0.139838 0.013420 1.231787
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